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Gideon & Sidney



Hi! I am Soph and I am the wedding content creator part of the collab. I am also
a 2024 bride to be! I am such a sentimental person and know how important it is
to capture behind the scenes, candid and unscripted moments. I know how
precious these memories can be later in life to look back on and remember the
day and your loved ones who shared that with you. 

I am there to be your bridal bestie, your ride or die for your special day! To calm
your nerves, cheer you on or get everyone on the dance floor. Whether you want
the content to post after your big day on social media or just have for yourself to
relive your day over and over again! I’ve got you covered!! I will capture raw
footage (photos & videos) on my IPhone 14 Pro max of everything to the finest
detail. Meaning you can be completely present in every moment of your day.
You go make the memories and il capture them forever!

About us!

HELLO THERE!
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Gideon & Sidney is an award-winning wedding videography team based in the southeast of
England.

 
Marcus and Jordan (aka Gideon & Sidney), met while studying for a Bachelor's in Film Studies at the

University of Kent in September of 2016. After three years of studying and living together, they
decided to put their newly learned visual storytelling knowledge to the test and began voluntarily
filming local weddings in their hometowns of Sudbury, Suffolk and Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Having gained much experience over a short period gave Marcus & Jordan the hunger to develop
and venture further into the world of weddings.

 
In early 2019, they formally began operating under the name of Gideon & Sidney  (both Marcus &
and Jordan's middle names). Since then, they have attended over 100 weddings spanning across

the entirety of the UK and in some cases abroad. This stands as a testament to their love for
capturing stories and bringing them to light in the form of moving pictures. Almost five years on,

they've received numerous awards and accolades from fellow peers and bodies of the UK's
wedding/event industries. The team at Gideon & Sidney delicately weaves together the cherished
moments of each couple's special day, creating timeless masterpieces that retain memories for a

lifetime.



Introducing our exclusive joint package, a collaboration

between our videography prowess and 'Get Garcia'd' content

creation expertise. This unique offering brings together the best

of both worlds, ensuring your wedding story is not only

captured with cinematic finesse but also narrated with

compelling content that resonates deeply. With our combined

forces, you'll receive a tailored experience, from breathtaking

wedding films to engaging social media content and everything

in between. Seamlessly blending visual artistry and storytelling

mastery, our joint package promises to elevate your wedding

memories to new heights, creating an unforgettable journey

from 'I do' to forever

Worried about the cost? Fear not! We've crafted the perfect

solution to meet your needs and budget. Dive into a world

where creativity meets affordability. Explore our offerings and

unlock the power of seamless storytelling today!"

. **please note mileage  is  inclusive in the price, however if mileage is in an excess of 150 miles there may be an additional cost of 0.45p per mile
afterwards. Depending on location accommodation & expenses may be required but this will be discussed with you should it be necessary.

8 Hours of Coverage (One Videographer and One Content Creator)�

Pre-Wedding Consultation 📞

🎥 A cinematic Wedding Highlight Film.

🎥 Three Cinematic Reels

📲 Raw/ BTS Gallery of all The Footage taken on day (Content Creator)

📲 One Highlight Reel + Three Edited Reels.

£995**

 Do you want to have full day coverage (10 hours)
Bridal prep? The party? We have got you covered!

£200**



getgarciad@gmail.com
gideonandsidney@gmail.com

@getgarcia.d
@gideonandsidney

07746902379 (Soph)
07450549114 (Jordan)
07507365125 (Marcus)

If our package fits your needs that ‘s fab!! Drop us an email with the following information. 

To keep it simple please email whoever you initially enquired with! Thank you!

Your name & your partners name

a short brief about your wedding day

Date & location of  your wedding day

 getgarciad@gmail.com
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https://instagram.com/getgarcia.d?igshid=MzMyNGUyNmU2YQ%3D%3D

